Introduction
The task of obtaining a fetal EGG (FECG) from cutaneous recordings is in a so-called inverse problem. This problem consists in characterizing the (internal) bioelectric sources that have generated a given set of (external) measurements. Progress for the FECG has not matched that for the adult ECG. This may be attributed to the following facts: 1) cutaneous recordings of the FECG are disturbed by relatively large noise signals from electrodes, striated muscles etc.; 2) the omnipresent maternal ECG (MECG); 3) the large variability of the way cutaneous potentials are generated by the internal bioelectric sources, due to differences between subjects, changes depending on the stage of pregnancy, movement of the fetus, etc. Assume that 3 signals from cutaneous electrodes are sampled. At each sampling instant, 3 potential differences are obtained. Such a "sample", consisting of 3 values, can be represented by a single point in a three dimensional frame of reference. For that purpose an origin must be chosen, and to each measurement signal a reference axis must be associated. It is legitimate to call such a "sample" a measurement vector sample. Equivalently an arrow, pointing from the origin to the point, could be used in a drawing. The important point is that the components of the vector along the reference axes are the respective measurement values. In the chosen frame of reference, a set of such vector samples can be represented by a cloud of points. Such a set could result from taking measurement vector samples at different time instants. A good approximation of the way these measurement vector samples are generated can be cast into the following formulation. The electromagnetic basis for this approximation is the linearity, and the quasistatic behaviour of the medium, which is explained in e.g. [10] .
More details of the geometric representation given below can be found in [13] . To each bioelectric current source within the body, a fixed vector in the frame of reference (the transfer vector) is associated. This vector is completely determined by the geometry of the body, electrode and source positions, and conductivities of the body tissues. A measurement vector sample is obtained by summing vector contributions, one for each source. The vector contribution of a certain source is a vector which has the same or the opposite direction of its associated transfer vector. The length of such a contribution is proportional to the length of the transfer \ vector and to the instantaneous current of the source. The direction is determined by the sign of the current, being positive or negative. A representation of this is given in figure 1.
To avoid any confusion it should be mentioned that the number of sources that can be "observed" with cutaneous electrodes, regardless of their number, is not equal to the number of internal microscopic bioelectric sources. The main reasons for these limitations are 1) the fact that electrode positions are allowed only on the surface enclosing the volume containing the sources, 2) measurement noise, and 3) cooperation (or correlations) between different microscopic sources.
For example, in [4] it is shown that for realistic noise levels, and using 102 electrode signals, only about 9 adult ECG sources can be observed. In other words in such a 102 dimensional measurement vector space, only 9 transfer vectors can be associated with the heart source. Reducing the number of electrodes may result in a reduction of the number of observed ECG sources, but this is not necessarily so. E. g. the vector cardiographic lead systems have been designed with the aim of observing only 3 "equivalent" ECG sources. Concerning the" FECG, to our knowledge, nothing has ever been published about the number of observable sources. The inverse problem can now be reformulated as: given one or more measurement vector samples, determine the length and sign Figure 1 . A measurement vector sample is generated by slimming the vector contributions of two current sources si and S2 in the direction of the transfer vectors ti and t2, each corresponding to a current source. This measurement vector sample is projected on the axes (corresponding to the measurements mi, mi and ma) of a frame of reference and its components are the actual measured values.
of vector contributions with the direction of the transfer vectors.
This mathematical problem is similar to solving a set of simultaneous equations or inverting a matrix. It has a unique solution if the transfer vectors satisfy certain conditions. E. g. a sufficient though not necessary condition is that each transfer vector be perpendicular to all others. Practically speaking the solvability of the inverse problem can be improved by choosing appropriate electrode locations. It can be proved that a large number of electrodes is not necessarily better than a small number, as far as solvability is concerned. This fact has not always been appreciated in the literature.
Anyway, if a solution exists, then a signal proportional to a certain source signal can be obtained by projecting each measurement vector sample orthogonally onto the direction of a fixed weight vector. For each transfer vector there exists such a weight vector. This is illustrated in figure 2 . The computation of such a projection is quite simple, it is a weighted sum of the components of a measurement vector sample. The weight of the i-th measurement component is equal to the i-th component of the weight vector.
Methods aiming at recording the FECG from cutaneous electrodes can be divided into two classes. Some methods resort to procedures in which measurement samples are combined with samples from the past, to obtain an improved FECG signal. These methods use coherent averaging, matched filters, auto-and crosscorrelation techniques, adaptive filters, sequenced adaptive filters, etc. Some main references for this approach are [1] , [5] , [14] . Other methods use the a priori knowledge that it may be possible to obtain a "clear" FECG signal by means of a weighted sum of signals from distinct electrodes, as explained above. These methods also result in a data reduction: whatever the number of measurement signals, the number of resulting signals is equal to the number of observed sources. In fact this knowledge has resulted in the well known adult VCG lead systems. But, whereas for the adult ECG inverse problem transfer vectors are reasonably predictable, this is not the case for the FECG inverse problem. Some main references for this second class of methods are [2] , [7] , [8] , [11] , [12] , [13] .
As far as we are aware, published methods fail more or less with respect to the following considerations.
1. There is no experimental evidence that the cutaneously observed fetal electrical activity can be represented by only one signal. Therefore, equivalently to the adult ECG, attention must be paid to obtain a complete FECG. This may require more than one signal.
2 Basic principles of the method measurement vector samples onto any direction , orthogonal to the first singular basis vector In this section the fundamentals of the propos-CQntam no contribution whatsoever of the maed method are explained in geometric terms temal source Moreoverj if the fetal trans f e r To start with, a very simplified model is used yector does not coindde with the mate rnal to introduce the main concepts. Suppose that tnmsfer vectorj such -ections contain contri . the maternal electrical heart activity as well butions from ^ fetal source omy In other as the fetal electrical heart activity could be WOfdSj a Weighted sum of the three measuredescribed completely by one signal each. This ment si ^ witfa an associated weight vector would be the case if both hearts acted as one orthogonal to the first singular basis vectorj dipole with fixed direction. Further more, as-wiu result in a ή { which is completely free sume that on this simplified model, three poten-of MECG an(J wiu eventuall contain FECG tial differences are recorded and sampled. Then, as explained above, the set of measurement All possible directions orthogonal to the first vector samples can be represented as a cloud singular basis vector are in a plane. Within of points in a three dimensional frame of refer-this plane, the direction of maximal energy can ence. For this simplified model, both hearts are again be searched for. From now on, equiobserved as a single source. Therefore there is valently to the above we will use the terms one maternal and one fetal transfer fector. The second singular basis Vector and second singustrong maternal source will push measurement lar value, vector samples far away from the origin, in the direction of the maternal transfer vector. The B Y definition, the second singular basis vector is much weaker fetal source causes the measure-orthogonal to the first, and the second singular ment vector samples to deviate slightly from value is smaller than the first. For our applicathe direction of the maternal vector, in the tion »* is important to remark that projections direction of the fetal transfer vector. It is as if onto tne direction of the second singular basis the cloud is stretched in the direction of the vector contain a maximal fetal contribution maternal transfer vector. One way to charac-under the constraint to be free of a maternal terize such a stretching (a mathematically at-contribution. Some of the concepts here introtractive way) is the so called energy in a direc-duced are illustrated in figure 3 . Projections tion or oriented energy. °n to a direction orthogonal to the first as well as the second singular basis vector will be identThe energy in a certain direction, of a set of ically zero. This stems from the fact that all vector samples, is obtained by projecting or-measurement vector samples fall in the plane thogonally all the samples onto that direction, defined by the maternal and the fetal transfer and summing the squares of the lengths of these vector, projections. One can imagine the search for the direction with absolutely maximal oriented Consider now the more realistic assumption energy, in order to find the maternal transfer that each measurement signal also contains vector. From now on, the unit length vector in noise -Suppose that all these noise signals have the direction of maximal oriented energy will a zero mean value > and the same standard debe called the first singular basis vector. The viati°n . Furthermore these noise signals are square root of the maximal oriented energy will completely unpredictable ("white"), and not be called the first singular value.
correlated to each other. It is then clear that in all directions the contribution of these noise Suppose that the maternal transfer vector co-signals to the oriented energy is .the same, proincides exactly with the first singular basis vec-vided that enough vector samples are taken, tor. (In practice these two vectors will be always Practically speaking, enough means that the very close, see [13] ). It is crucial to observe number of vector samples should exceed say 10 that under this condition, projections of the times the number of measurement signals. If such a provision is made, the consequence is that the directions of the singular basis vectors will not be influenced by the noise.
As mentioned before, the transfer vectors are influenced by the electrode locations. From the discussion above it should be clear that the projections onto the second singular basis vector contain a maximal FECG contribution in the case that the fetal transfer vector is orthogonal to the maternal transfer vector. Therefore in that case the signal to noise ratio in the resulting signal will also be maximal. One can use this observation in the measurement set up by striving for orthogonality during the search for appropriate locations for the electrodes.
Until now the concern was with a very simplified model. In practice, the number of observed maternal ECG sources is not one, but at least two (an equivalent dipole remaining in a plane). Also the number of observed FECG sources should not be restricted to one. Instead of a single transfer vector, a subspace can be associated with each heart source. Suppose now that for each direction within the maternal subspace, the contributions to the oriented energy of the maternal heart are much larger than those of the fetal heart. The procedure for the separation is then very similar to that for the simplified model. The first singular basis vector can be determined, and it will be in the maternal subspace. A singular basis vector is now defined as follows. The i-th singular basis vector is the unit length vector, constrained to be orthogonal to the first until the (i-l)-th singular basis vector, and for which the oriented energy is maximal.
Suppose that the dimension of the maternal ed sums of measurement signals with the singusubspace is C!M. Then the projections onto the lar basis vectors as weight vectors. These weight singular basis vectors from the (du + l)th on vectors are kept fixed. The problems with this will be completely free of MECG.
procedure are:
If electrodes can be positioned such that every 1. The calculation can only start when a reppossible vector in the fetal subspace is orthogresentative number of measurement vector onal to every possible vector in the maternal samples is available. subspace, projections onto the (<!M + l)th 2. The GoLUB-RmNSCH method, though ideally singular basis vector contain a maximal possu i te d f or the general SVD problem, requires sible FECG contribution. Moreover, if the fetal too muc h calculation time. This is mainly subspace has dimension dp, then projections due ^o the fact that a priori knowledge can onto singular basis vectors du + 1 until not be incorporated. dM + dp will all contain a FECG contribution. · As a conclusion, the number of electrodes, and In the next section a method is Presented which their location should be chosen such that the inherits the Properties of the method in [11] , maternal subspace and the fetal subspace are M, [13] , except that it overcomes the three orthogonal to each other. In that case the proabove mentioned problems. Given a good mecedure of determining singular basis vectors thod to calculate the singular value decomposiand using these vectors as weight vectors, will tion ' the main concern becomes to select mearesult in a number of pure MECG signals, a surement vector samples in a good way. Therenumber of pure FECG signals, and a number fore the selection of electrode locations, and of noise signals. If the orthogonality is not f he selection of sampling instants is discussed completely satisfied, some resulting signals will in the following paragraphs, contain a mixture of FECG and MECG signals. The benefit of the use of thoracic leads has been questioned many times. Two main reasons have been put forward to advocate the use of ab-3 Some practical considerations dominal electrode signals only Firstly, since the number of electrodes is limited due to practical For the actual calculations of singular basis reasons, it seems to be obvious to put these vectors many alternatives are possible. Indeed close to the source of interest. A better signal this is an optimization problem for which many to noise ratio in the resulting signal may then software libraries offer a solution. However, the be expected. Secondly, thoracic electrode method considered to be superior to all others signals may introduce maternal ECG contribuin many respects is the so-called singular value tions which would otherwise not have been decomposition (SVD) of a matrix (for a detailed observed. For example, equivalent quadrupole description, see [6] , [9] ). The matrix to be de-components of the maternal heart may be introcomposed consists of the samples from the duced. Concerning the first argument, many measurement signals. It has one row for each electrodes close to the fetus serve no useful measurement signal, and one column for each purpose if fetal transfer vectors are close to sampling instant (for more details, see [11] , [12] , maternal transfer vectors. If only abdominal [13] ). The procedure presented there is to first electrodes are used it is expected that hardly collect such a matrix, then execute a singular anything can be predicted about the fetal transvalue decomposition with the GOLUB-REINSCH fer vectors, and consequently about their angles method [6] , and finally to determine the weight-with maternal transfer vectors. This is due to the large variability of fetal heart position and orientation, and of the geometry of the abdomen during pregnancy. On the contrary if also thoracic signals are used, it can be expected that 1. maternal transfer vectors are almost confined to the subspace of the reference axes of the thoracic measurement signals, 2. fetal transfer vectors are almost confined to the subspace of the reference axes of the abdominal measurement signals.
This is due to the fact that, whatever the strength of a source, its influence on a measurement signal decreases dramatically as the distance to the electrodes increases. These expectations have been confirmed experimentally as reported in [12] , [13] . An additional advantage is that the problems of 1) optimal locations for MECG elimination, and 2) optimal locations for FECG detection are decoupled now. Concerning the second argument, about introducing extra maternal heart components, this indeed happened in our experiments. The dimension of the subspace associated to the maternal ECG increased from 2 to 3 when instead of abdominal signals only, 3 abdominal signals were replaced by 3 thoracic signals. But whereas in the first case, much energy of the FECG was "lost" due to non orthogonality, in the second case this loss never occurred. See also [12] , [13] for more details.
From the former section it is known already that the number of vector samples used to determine singular basis vectors must largely exceed the number of measurement signals. Otherwise, singular basis vectors are extremely sensitive to the actual noise signals. It seems contradictory, but even those time intervals during which neither the maternal nor the fetal heart seems to be active, are valuable to include in the set of measurement vector samples for the above reason. Some published methods used maternal QRS complexes only to determine the transfer vectors of the maternal heart, probably to reduce the required amount of calculations. For the reason given above this may result in large variations of singular basis vectors from one QRS complex to another. (The same holds of course for fetal QRS complex intervals). Further more, there is no guarantee that maternal ECG contributions at other instants (e. g. during atrial depolarization) remain within the subspace in which the QRS complex falls.
Another disadvantage of such a procedure is that either human intervention and interpretation, or some automated recognition method is required. This renders such methods quite cumbersome since tests are to be done, and the actions to take become dependent on the actual data.
Adaptive on-line method
In the area of signal processing, two main approaches can be distinguished, respectively offline or on-line methods. In the off-line approach all data are collected first, and afterwards these data are processed. It has the advantage that different procedures can be compared using exactly the same data. In the online approach data are used as soon as they become available. And they are used exhaustively in the sense that these raw data need not be stored. Nevertheless a kind of summary of the past is kept in memory. The usual name for such a summary in systems theory is the state. Figure 4 illustrates schematically an on-line processing method. For a given off-line method, one could define the "equivalent" on-line method to be such that its output is equal to the output of the off-line method if only the raw data of the past were used. Not all off-line signal processing methods have such an economically feasible equivalent on-line method. The main constraints are the size of the required memory, and the pace set by the incoming data. This pace must be obeyed by the intelligence. The off-line method for FECG recording presented in [11] , [12] , [13] is based on the SVD as mentioned in the previous section. In [3] , the authors have presented some mathematical aspects of an on-line strategy to carry out such an SVD. The inputs to the system are the measurement vector samples, the outputs are the weighted sums with the singular basis vectors as weight vectors. The state is represented as follows. It is a mathematical fact that the oriented energy in any direction for any set of vector samples can always be reconstructed, if only the singular basis vectors and the singular values are known. Therefore, these quantities constitute a relevant summary of the past, whatever the number of vector samples already taken. If n electrode signals are used, this requires in principle n 2 + n memory locations. The activity of the intelligence can be explained in geometrical terms as follows. Every time a measurement vector sample is presented at the input, the following actions are performed:
1) The measurement vector sample is projected onto each singular basis vector. The lengths of these projections are presented as outputs.
2) The singular basis vectors and singular values residing in the memory are updated, in order to contain the energy information of the last input vector sample.
It can be observed that in the procedure outlined above, the state represents the energy information from all vector samples from the past. There are some good reasons not to do so, for example if the transfer vectors are changing due to maternal breathing, or fetal movement. It would be better to use "more" from the near past, and "less" from the far past. An extremely simple way to accomplish this is by reducing, each time in step (2) above, the singular values slightly. In each time step, each singular value is multiplied by some factor α lying between 0 and 1. It can be proved that this is equivalent to "exponential forgetting", i.e. the state is equal to the state that would have been obtained if vector samples from the past were exponentially weighted. The result is a so called adaptive method. If the transfer vectors change, the method tries to keep the output signal optimal. The smaller α is chosen, the faster the transfer vectors are allowed to change. However α should be large enough in order to limit the sensitivity to detailed short interval signal characteristics.
Results and discussion
Results presented here are obtained for the online adaptive method outlined in the previous sections by simulating it off-line. Except for the speed at which output signals become available, results must be identical however. For details about the measurement conditions and data collection the reader is referred to [11] , [12] .
A typical result is shown in figure 5 . In figure  5 a the four input signals (i. e. electrode signals) are shown. The first three signals are from thoracic electrodes, the fourth signal is from an abdominal electrode. In figure 5b the four resulting output signals are shown. Initially it can be seen that signals are still quite erroneous. But after about l s the fourth signal contains FECG virtually free of MECG. Indeed, after one MECG complex already enough oriented energy information has been aquired to find the fourth singular basis vector.
In general the results after about l s for this on-line method where essentially the same as the results for the off-line method, which are reported in [11] , [12] .
In figure 6 the result is shown of a test for the recovery after a sudden change. The method 
'(s)
was started with 3 thoracic and 1 abdominal signal as inputs. After about 3 s, the abdominal signal was replaced by another abdominal signal. Figure 6 a shows the abdominal signal, the arrow points to the instant of the change. Figure 6b shows the fourth output signal. As can be seen, only 1 maternal QRS complex is required after the change to restore the separation. The fact that the resulting FECG becomes smaller is very normal, since the input abdominal signal obviously contained also less FECG. Figure 6 also shows that the problems of optimally reducing the MECG and optimally detecting the FECG are decoupled due to the use of abdominal and thoracic signals. This has been discussed in section 3. Figure 7 shows output signals of a test in which 3 thoracic and 3 abdominal signals were used as inputs. It shows that it is indeed dangerous to assume that fetal heart activity can be represented by only one signal. In other words, the fetal ECG as observed by cutaneous electrodes, can not always be represented by an equivalent current dipole with a fixed orientation.
Conclusions
A new method for the detection of the fetal ECG has been presented. This method is a further elaboration of an earlier presented offline technique [11] , [12] , [13] .
As such it inherits the desirable properties of that technique. In principle it can be applied to measurement signals from any set of electrode location. There is however theoretical and ex- perimental evidence that the MECG can be suppressed to insignificant levels by using 3 thoracic signals as inputs. Other electrodes can then be put anywhere on the abdomen in order to obtain an optimal fetal ECG with respect to the noise. The idea is that it may be possible to find some standard positions on the abdomen, guaranteeing a minimal level of the detected FECG irrespective of gestational age or patients constitution.
Experimental evidence has been given that the cutaneous FECG may require more than one signal in order to be described completely, analogously to the adult ECG. The presented method allows for the detection of those additional signals.
The improvements obtained over the earlier off-line method, renders the on-line method attractive for clinical use by medical personnel. After l s a FECG, free of MECG, and with an optimal signal to noise ratio is obtained. After a sudden change of the signal character e. g. due to fetal movement, again only l s is required to recover from it. It is completely automatic, and requires no human intervention or interpretation.
At the time of writing, a module, based on a TMS 320 (Texas Instruments), and executing the presented on-line method for 8 input and 8 output signals at sample rates up to 500 Hz, has been assembled and tested. This module will be used for a large scale evaluation in the hospital. 
Summary
The detection of a fetal electrocardiogram (FECG) is described to be a so-called inverse problem. A geometric interpretation of such a problem is presented. It can be solved by determining the weights to be used in one or more weighted sums of measurement signals. A novel method is presented to determine these weights. Theoretical and experimental evidence is given that this method has the following attractive properties. Application of the method results in one or more FECG signals, free of maternal ECG (MECG) which are at the same time maximal with respect to noise. It is shown that one FECG signal does not always suffice to describe the observed electrical heart activity in a set of cutaneous electrodes, equivalently to the adult ECG (see figure  7) . It is explained and experimentally verified that the application of three thoracic signals is useful to guarantee the suppression of the MECG. The positions of the abdominal electrodes then determine the obtained FECG to noise ratio, and will have no influence on the degree of MECG suppression (see figure 6 ). It is expected that a total of about eight measurement signals are sufficient in most cases. The method is simple to apply by medical personnel, and after a transient of about l s the signals with the mentioned properties are obtained (see figure 5 ). Further on, the weights are allowed to change in order to adapt automatically to sudden changes in the measurement signal properties (see figure 6 ). These may occur e. g. due to fetal movement. Application of the method requires no human interpretation or decision in order to obtain the claimed properties. figure 7) . On explique et c'est verifie experimentalement que Fapplication de trois signaux thoraciques est utile pour garantir la suppression du MECG. Les emplacements des electrodes abdominales ensuite determinent le rapport FECG obtenu sur bruit de fond, et n'influenceront nullement le degre de suppression du MECG (voir figure 6) . On s'attend a ce qu'un total d'environ huit signaux de mesure suffisent dans la plupart des cas.
Keywords
La methode est simple ä utiliser par le personnel medical, et au bout d'un delai d'environ l s on obtient le signal avec les proprietes mentionnees (voir figure 5) . En outre, les intensites peuvent varier pour s'adapter automatiquement aux variations rapides des proprietes du signal de mesure (voir figure 6), ce qui peut survenir par exemple du fait des mouvements foetaux. L'application de la methode ne necessite pas d'intervention humaine ni de decision pour l'obtention des proprietes affirmees.
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Decomposition en valeur singuliere, electrocardiogramme foetal, enregistrement abdominal, estimation adaptative en temps reel par ordinateur, signaux vectoriels.
